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% ! 
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Ivi ° 
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®oc c o s 9o 
9]_]_ lateral component of cyclic pitch 
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THE AERODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
FOR THE LIFTING ROTOR 
SUMMARY 
Tills paper presents a theoretical development of 
the thrust, blade root air moment, pitching moment, and 
rolling moment equations for the lifting rotor. These 
equations are solved for the rotor coning angle, over-
all blade pitch angle, and cyclic pitch requirements 
necessary for rotor equilibrium. 
The approximation used to simplify the equations s 
that Integration Is possible is that the blade element 
angles of attack can be assumed small angles. This In 
practice means that if appreciable portions of the rotor 
blades are not stalled the equations are valid. Also In-
cluded Is a method of representing the rotor blade plan-
form so that the equilibrium equations can be applied to 
blades of arbitrary shape. A one point check of the 
theory with experimental data is given in the appendix. 
INTRODUCTION 
The equilibrium equations as presented here have 
been previously solved in detail by Castles. His solu-
tion was based on the approximation that the blade Inflow 
angle remain small. If instead of the inflow angle remain-
ing small the blade element angle of attack Is approximated 
by the sine of the angle, the equations, while more compli-
cated, integrate with no difficulty. The blade element 
angles of attack will be small if they remain below the 
stalling angle of the blade section. The equations would 
thus appear to be applicable to the helicopter, converta-
plane, and airplane propeller since their successful opera-
tion does not permit stalling of appreciable portions of the 
rotor blades. 
It is believed that this paper presents for the first 
time a method for calculating the air force distribution on 
a rotor blade of arbitrary planform. This is accomplished 
by representing the rotor blade chord by an infinite power 
series. The coefficients of this series are never actually 
evaluated since the series when integrated represents the 
blade planform area, and it is in this form that it is used. 
Castles, Walter, Jr., Introduction to the Aerodyna-
mics of the Helicopter 
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DEVELOPMENT OP THE AERODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
THRUST EQUATION 
Take the primary frame of reference as a right hand 
axis system in X, Y, and Z. Let the XY plane be parallel to 
the plane of zero first harmonic flapping. The positive 
direction of the Z-axis is in the direction of the rotor 
thrust. Let the XZ plane "be so aligned that the velocity of 
the rotor along the flight path, V. , lies in that plane. 
Define the angle this velocity vector makes with the X-axis 
as the rotor angle of attack, c*̂ , and let^be measured posi-
tive when the sine component of V is positive along the Z-
axis. The positive X direction is in the same direction as 
that of the positive cosine component of V, • 
Letting V. represent the induced inflow velocity of 
the rotor and resolving V} Into components along the X and Z 
axes gives the following components along the axes of the pri-
mary frame of reference: 
X-axis V^ cos &££ (1) 
Y-axis 0 (2) 
Z-axis Vh sinc^V-V. (3) 
It is desirable to further resolve these velocity 
components into the components that act on the blade ele-
k 
merit, (1) radially along the blade-span axis, (2) along an 
axis perpendicular to both the blade-span axis and axis of 
zero flapping, and (3) an axis that is mutually perpendicu-
lar to the other two components. Let these three axes be 
respectively, (1) the blade-span axis, (2) the in-plane 
axis, and (3) the normal axis. To make the resolution of 
these components simpler a secondary frame of reference 
that will not replace but augment the primary frame of re-
ference will be defined and used. 
The secondary frame of reference is a system of 
spherical coordinates and has its origin common to that of 
the primary frame of reference. Let a blade element be at 
distance, r, from the origin measured along the blade-span 
axis. Let the blade-span axis at an azimuth angle, 9 , and 
z 
a coning angle, B . The azimuth angle will be measured in 
the positive direction about the Z-axis and have the X-axis 
for its reference line. The coning angle will be positive 
when the blade-span axis is below the XY plane, and as B is 
always small the usual approximations for small angles will 
be used. The component velocities along the X, Y, and Z 
axes when resolved into the normal axis in-plane axis are 
respectively 
V sin ^ * V 1 + Vh sino^ -V Vh p o coso^cos ©z (4) 
V cos 0 =V h coso^» sin 6> -f Jl r (5) 
where V = resultant velocity in the plane of 
the blade element at the blade ele-
ment . 
The angle 9 in Figure 1, Appendix, is the blade-sec-
tion pitch angle and is measured between the zero lift chord 
of the blade section and the XY plane. 
The induced velocity, V., may be represented to a 
first approximation by an average value at the rotor hub up-
on which is superimposed a linear variation in both the X 
and Y directions. Such a representation may be written; 
Vi = ̂ -f _(2rw cos 9Z -+-_/2r^sm% (6) 
where V. =• average value over the rotor 
_/2rw cos 9 •=• increment at point r, 9 due to 
linear variation along the X-axis 
SL ry sin 9 - Increment at point r, 9Z due to 
linear variation along the Y-axis 





Rewriting the two velocity components given by 
equations (4) and (5) and using the above dimensionless co-
efficients together with the V. of equation (6) gives the 
following velocity components along the normal and in-plane 
axes 
v x —* Jl R 
= 
V h S l n o ^ > +- *I 




V s in #.=J2R VZ - f v x B 0 cos ©z-f- x( w cos Qz-hy 
sin © z n L ( 
V cos 0 =-J2 R v x s i n » z -f x I 




L - /c^ (_£.V2) c dr 
-^ 2 
where c «• blade element chord 
c* *= section lift coefficient 
It is easily seen from Figure 1, Appendix, that only 
cos $ component of the lift is available as thrust. There-
fore, the thrust due to lift of one blade at an azimuth angle 
of e z is j , 
T± ~ / - _ c ^ c V
2 cos 0 dr (12) 
9z / 
The chord for a blade of any arbitrary shape may be 
represented by a power series in z.« An expression of this 
type with the chord expressed as a percentage of the radius is 




also since x — r/R and cym a«*f the thrust of equation 
(12) can be written 
/ 
.2 .«*./?/ . . . N TT2 L—-£—31/( t -4- t-i x 2 ** / o -L 
^? 
where<?<^ 9-f"J2f from the geometry. 




This integral of equation (14) is usually integrated 
by assuming 0 small so that cos 0 =• 1 and tan 0=?0, However, 
this approximation is inaccurate for large values of 0. A 
better and more reasonable approximation is to assume, since 
^ i s small, tbat &£ «* sln<*£\, This approximation would appear 
to be justified since, in practice, a rotor could not be 
operated with an appreciable amount of the important portions 
of the blades stalled. Aso/= Q-h0 the approximation that o^ 
s i n ^ implies that J^^ sin ( Q-j~0 ). Expanding sin ( 9-f-fZf ) 
into 
sin (9 + 0) — sin 9 cos 0 -f-cos 0 sin 0 (15) 
and replacing ̂  in equation (14) by the expansion, the thrust 
for one blade at an azimuth angle of 9 can be written 
m «• R2 a ^ / ( t + t , x . . .)V2 cos2 0 sin 9 dx 
! -i p / 
z / 
/ R 2^ /^to+tl x ' ' * ')v2 GOS 0 sln $**>**&-
e^a 3 /*• (16) 
however V sin 0 and V cos 0 are already known from equations 




the equation may be written in the following form 
G_ 
2 (T T j 
9, 2 , z_=^/(t0-ft-, x . .) (vx sin e_ x) sin 9 dx 
x 
(19) 
(t0-ft1 x -h~. . .) (vx sin 9z~^x) 
(w cos 9z-f-y sin 97)1 cos 9 dx 
v, ,-fvx cos 9z+ x 
For a linearly twisted blade the blade-section pitch 
angle is composed of four parts, 
9^9Q-f 9tJ<^1 six, 9 Z + 9 1 2 cos 9Z (19) 
where 9 =r extended blade root angle of incidence 
9-Q ^lateral component of cyclic pitch change 
9. p -s= longitudinal component of cyclic pitch change 
9. ~ blade twist 
Equation (18) may be now integrated with respect to x 
and the limits substituted. This gives the final t.irust coeffi 
cient equation for one blade at an azimuth angle, 9 . 
to L ti , \ 
n n — ' n-fl "T Yzfe-
where T^ — o 4- "1 _j_ u2 -(-. 






for nsrl, 2, 3, . . • n 
The thrust may be integrated over the whole range of 
azimuth angles (0 to 2-Jj) to give the average thrust for a 
complete revolution. This may be seen to equal simply the 
constant parts of equation (20) with respect to 9„. 
<* 
•S-f-Zfe ̂ +'"J&]+4-(Jtf?&+7f)J&***' 
+SM^-jfc4v'&l+&fe-4*f ' ^Fjfes*^^fo&S+yM&bA 
f/Trffi* #+&J&+&/f^"J+^-&&/***** 
ji&^Jfeffyie ̂ - y ^ ^ ^ - y ^ / f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
jft&//Ji f^®/ 
BLADE ROOT AIR MOMENT 
Since the "blade root air moment is equal to the nega-
tive of the same integral as the thrust with the exception 
that the power of x is one higher, all that is necessary to 
write the entire equation for the blade root air moment due 
to thrust is to change the sign and increase the subscripts 
of the T-factors "by one in each term. The minus sign is in-
troduced so that a positive "blade root air moment produces 
a positive coning angle, 
PITCHING MOMENT 
The pitching moment is a moment summation about the 
y-axis. It is therefore a cos 0 component of the blade root 
Z 
air moment. 
-*fCi^er ^ CK Ẑ
 cos e* (22) 
It may be easily obtained by multiplying the blade 
root air moment by cos 9 and expressing It in the desired 
form. 
The blade root air moment Is of the form: 
_2TTG ^ A ' + B
T sin 9^4-CT cos ©_-H) ! sin 29,/HE' cos 297 
-|~F» sin 39s-fo
T cos 39 z (23) 
Upon multiplying through by cos 9Z It becomes the 
pitching moment. 
11 
•/ CM- «=- A' cos ©--*-Bf cos 9^ sin 9^-f-C cos^ 7fD' cos ©_ 
a "ul© ' 
g sin 20 -f£f cos 0 cos 29 + P ' cos 9 sin 39 -f- Gr 
cos 9Z cos 39z (24) 




G ' + D ' s i n 9 z - f (2A
 f-f E r ) cos 9 z f ( B ' f P ' ) 
i n 2 9 z -tCC'f- &') cos 2© z - fD ' s i n 3©z~t~E» cos 
3 9 Z - ^ P ' s i n 4 9 Z - ^ G ' cos 4©z (25) 
where A', Bf, C , Df, E f, F», and G» are the coefficients of 
the respective harmonics as given in the "blade root air 
moment equation. 
ROLLING MOMENT 
The rolling moment is found from the -sin 0 component 
of the blade root air moment. Therefore as before 
tls '*, '& 
<H (26) 
Multiplying by sin9 gives 
Z 
2 T 
'& ^ 9 , 
as- A» s i n 9 Z ^ B
J s i n 0 Z + C s i n 9 Z cos 9 Z + D ' 
s i n 9 7 s i n 29 + E ' s i n © cos 292+F' s i n 0 
s i n 3© -f-G' s i n ©z cos 39, (27) 
Then in terms of the multiple angles 
12 
* * X B ' - g i r c « 4 L B ' + ( 2 A ' ~ E ' ) s i n -̂t̂ 1 cos 9 +• ( c t - G ' ) 
a M x Q sin 29 -J-(F» - B») cos 292-^E» sin 39 f-G' sin 
Z 49z - F« cos 49z - D ' ^ ^ 1
 Z (28) 
Inspection of the pitching moment and rolling moment 
equations shows that they are composed of a constant part and 
four harmonics of the azimuth angle. The 'blade root air mo-
ment equation has a constant part and three harmonics. The 
average value of these moments over one complete revolution is 
simply the constant parts of the equation* It is these aver-
age values that are required to be In equilibrium with the 
the external forces and moments, 
SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 
The constant parts of the thrust, blade root moment, 
rolling moment, and pitching moment equations are to "be 
solved for 9 , ©-,-,, ®\9> a n d Po' i?or stead-7 equilibrium 
flight the pitching and rolling moment coefficients must be 
zero. Since the equations are transcendental and non-
linear they do not have a simple solution. For this reason 
a metnod of sucessive approximations is used to solve the 
equations. 0 can be approximated to a close degree by 
assuming the thrust center to be at the three-quarter 
radius of the blade. A plot of & vs. Cm is shown in 
i o T 
Figure (2) for this approximation. Using this approximate 
value of p Q various values of 9 can then be selected, and 
the equilibrium equations can be solved for C™,and 0 • A 
plot of 9^ vs Gm will enable the correct 9 to be chosen for o T o 
the known value of G^ . To see if the assumed value of & 
is sufficiently close for accuracy requires a moment summa-
tion about the flapping hinge. 
V * ° •Wop+V*-"! (29) 
where 
M • is the moment one to centrifugal force - J-Iail- sin*?/30 
2§? " ' 
JL is the moment due to the blade dead weight 
2 5 
M-, is the blade root air moment Gj[ ^1T_[L H 
14 
The magnitude of M . is usually small in comparison 
W 
to M and M and can be neglected In many cases. 
0ii 1 
If the 8 as foimd by this moment summation is seen 
to "be reasonably close to the originally assumed value of 
3Q, 9 ^ and ©3.2 can be found using the assumed p Q. The new 
6 can be used, If necessary, to obtain greater accuracy In 
the solution. 
The reason this method can be employed in solving the 
equilibrium equations is that the coning angle, © , is the 
least Important of the unknowns since a small change in it 
does not effect ©-,-,, ©-19* and © appreciably. 
The above procedure is outlined as follows: 
(1) Pick a B from Figure (2), appendix. 
(2) Assume values of 9 and solve for Cm and C™ 
1 iV1l 
9 may be approximated by 
* ~ <?c, y-& ( 3 0 > 
(3) Plot Cr, vs 9 and from this plot find 9^ correspond-
T o ° 
ing to the desired Cm . 
(4) Find B by a moment summation about the flapping axis. 
This value of 3 should compare favorably with the assumed 
value. If not, this new ^ should be used in the next solu-
tion. 
(5) Solve for 9 and 9-. ?. The values of Q,,,
 Q12' and 
desired are at the value of 9Q which satisfies the thrust 
requirement. 
15 
The equations may "be simplified if the general terras 
are collected and represented by one coefficient. 
Terms that occur frequently are 
An =r -£ fa/5* &r ~7Z*s wj &) 
B^ ifr77i &<* 
04) 
n 
G rr £ iti^*^ 
n <? 
D _ _ Jf-20r7e7?? r^pt 7S7^j 
n -/ / 
where n -a? 1, 2, 3, . . .n 
If further simplification is made by using 
, • : 
(27) 
&£) 
V^ /&&S / " ^ ^ ^ 
KR= -(1?^3^^<?JP^&*S-^-<^ &*) 
K^ -fy ¥/&&* * 44* Ore &/J  - ^ T V ^ r ^ ^ r ^ ' J i^w- i_ 
where 0 = sin 9 and 0 ^ cos 9 
00 
here 9 = sin 9 and 9 - cos 9 
OS 0 OC 0 
Introducing these coefficients the four equations may 
be written as 
Rolling Moment Equation 
A2 Vx 9os 912 + L911 * % (44> 
Pitching Moment Equation 
16 
i 9 
12 ' 2 x os 11 =rL (45) 
Thrust Equation 
2A2 9os Q12 +- N 911 ~" -T 
2 7T 
r^ 1̂ 
Cm. —~ -"-m (46) 
Blade Root Air Moment Equation 
2A3 eos 612 "t P 9 11 + F^M, -^ (47) 
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(1) The equilibrium angles obtained by the solution of 
the equations developed in this paper appear to give 
better agreement with experimental helicopter data 
than previous equations based on the approximation 
that $ is a small angle. 
(2) The approximation that ̂ i s a small angle which was 
used to simplify the equations is more dependable 
than the approximation that the inflow angle remain 
small. 
(3) The T-factors introduced in this paper to describe 
the rotor blade planform are exact. Thus the usual 
error introduced by the previous use of an effective 
solidity is eliminated. 
(4) The theory should not only be applicable to helicopter 
rotors at any rotor angle of attack, but also to con-
vertaplane rotors and propellers in yaw where the 
advance ratio may be quite big. 
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The data for this sample problem Is taken from TM 
1266. Run #13 gives the following data: 
V 62 feet per second 






The following parameters are calculated 







—9.5 from Figure (2), Appendix 
©0 9.65° by equation (30) 
Using the above data Tables I, II, and III were completed. 
Table IV shows the results of this theory with experiment and 
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IN-PLANE AXIS 
VELOCITY COMPONENTS ACTING ON A BLADE ELEMENT 
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